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A young man wanting to explore past-life regression discovers this is his first lifetime on Earth. All

his other existences were on alien worlds and in other dimensions.As this unique case is explored

further, he finds out that his association with extraterrestrials did not cease with these other lives.

The interaction with UFOs and aliens has continued during all his present life, although the

information was protectively hidden by his subconscious.This strang case reveals the motives

behind present-day involvement between UFOs and humans, and the hopes and expectations of

our creators for their garden.We are the Garden --- The gardeners are extraterrestrials from other

worlds
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I read Delores Cannon's book "The Custodians" in three nights. I immediately bought a copy of

"Keepers of the Garden" and devoured it in two sittings. I'm now fininshing up another of her works,

"Legacy From The Stars", and have two more titles of hers laying in wait on my bedside table. I

express this as measure of the impact of that her books have had upon me. I found them all to be

rather remarkable. If you're the debunker-skeptic type let me save you some time. Move on. There's

nothing for you here. If, however, you're of the more open minded inclination and not threatened by

possibilities and ideas outside the purview of "the norm" then take note. Despite the fact that

modern day hypnosis has been used as an effective technique for nigh on a century, it is only now

being accorded the interest and professional credibility that it has long since deserved. I'm happy to

say, Mrs. Cannon's regressive hypnotherapy work pushes the envelope of what is "the norm" even



further, to its limits and beyond. In a truly fascinating series of regressions with various

hypnotherapy subjects she explores some of the most fundamental questions of our existence. Do

you want to know how the universe was formed, are we alone, where we came from, who we are,

who created us, where we're going, what it's all about, and how aliens, extra-dimensional entities,

reincarnation, the afterlife, and the soul all neatly fit into it? You'll find answers in here. Whether you

find them to be true will remain for you to decide. And as well it should be. Trust your gut and

intuition here and give you left-brain anal-lyzer a rest.

Like almost everyone else here I felt all warm and fuzzy inside after reading this book. When after

reading a couple other books written by this author and going through this one one more time, I

began to see some inconsistancies and wondered what was going on. Gosh, where to begin?One

thing I want to point out is the entities that this woman channels are supposedly the same ones all

the time because they said they would always be there for her to help with the cause so to speak.

So the pieces should fit together like a puzzle, especially because these entities are, I would think,

pretty intelligent.One of the reasons we are told why these abductions are going on is because

they're wanting the best specimens they can find to populate another planet after the "shift" which

supposedly will wreck havoc on this planet and many will die. Her client, Phil, has been told he's

special and will be there when this happens with the body he has now (so I suppose this is going to

happen in his lifetime) because the people will be scared and he will help them. (By the way, many

abductees are told they are special. Maybe to keep them compliant? I'm just wondering.). But

somewhere else in the book he describes something that sounds more like a war, at least Dolores

thinks so. So which is it? A war or a shift? There's also talk about series of events throughout the

book, maybe earthquakes or bad weather, it's confusing. He's pretty unclear on this and can't seem

to make up his mind. Also, we are told about the extra bodies that will be needed (the reason why

the aliens are cloning now) because the people who die during this catastrophe who want to

relocate on the new planet will need a body. Well, why not do it the natural way?
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